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THE ORIGINAL HEBREW OF

ECCLESIASTICUS XXXI. 12-31,

AND XXXVI. 22-XXXVII. 26.

PREFACE.

The present fragments, acquired by the British Museum

towards the end of 1898, exactly supply two missing

portions in the Wisdom of Ben Siva recently edited for

the Syndics of the Cambridge University Press by Professor

Schechter and Dr. Charles Taylor. Fol. i fits in between

pp. 12 and 13, and fol. 2 between 16 and 17 of the Cambridge

text. Including the Oxford fragments, we, therefore, now
possess, in an available form, chs. iii. 5 (beginning n33D, last

word but one)— vii. 29 (ending nns) ; xi. 34 (beginning

Ti33''1, last word but one)—xvi. 26 (ending niTTC) ; xxx. 11

—

xxxiii. 3; XXXV. 9—xxxviii. 27; xxxix. 15—li. 30^.

When I first undertook the task of editing the Museum
fragments, I did not intend to add critical notes on the

relation of the Hebrew text to the Greek and Syriac

versions, as a first edition of a comparatively small part of

Ben Sira's Hebrew hardly seemed to require of me the

* The missing lines at the end of many pages as well as other lacunae

have, of course, to be deducted from the above statement.
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expenditure of time which I could ill afford. But the

recent appearance of Professor D. S. Margoliouth's pamphlet,

entitled The origin of the " original Hebrew " of Ecdesias-

ticUs, has made it impossible for me to edit the present text

without first subjecting it to a minute critical investigation.

The result of my fresh study of the fragments is contained

in the critical notes preceding the vocabulary, and also

partly in additional remarks on the translation. It seems

to me that when we, for instance, find that the Syriac

misreads the Hebrew for " pain of the head" as "pain and

poverty " (see p. 26), or " a troop of warriors " as " a young
man who resembles a gazelle" (see p. 28), the textual

evidence in favour of the Hebrew being the original must

be regarded as very strong. On the proofs—though not

demonstrable with equal directness—that may be based on

(1) the style of the Hebrew, and (2) the vocabulary of the

fragments, I will not dwell in this place. But it seems to

me that the evidence in its entirety tends to confirm the

impression which the Cairo text produced on scholars

generally from the very first.

But if it is true that the Hebrew text is the original, it is

equally true that very many lines have come down to us in

a terribly corrupt state. From the number of duplicate

lines contained in the Museum fragments \ and also in some

parts of the Cambridge publication, the present writer would

conclude that readings from different recensions have been

embodied in the Cairo text. The theory according to

which these doublets represent translations from the

Greek and Syriac respectively, is much weakened by the

fact that the expected agreement between the Hebrew and

one or other of the versions is often absent in these cases.

If, on the other hand, a combination of various versions be

assumed, it may fairly be supposed that these were only in

partial agreement with the texts from which the versions

were made. The opponents of the authenticity of the

' For details see the notes.



Hebrew text will, in the opinion of the present writer, not

be able to defend their position effectively for long, and
the controversy will no doubt for a much longer time

centre in the great textual thesis contained in Professor

Schechter's Introduction to the Cambridge Ben Sira.

Professor Schechter's theory is a very bold one, and though

the Paitanic tendencies of the Hebrew text have no doubt

been overstated, his array of Biblical quotations and
reminiscences challenges full and careful investigation.

But whatever view any future writer may feel called upon
to defend, it is to be hoped that a minute critical study

of the text itself will in all cases precede any argument

that may be advanced.

B 2
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Chapter xxxi.

The Joint Discipline {or Instruction) concerning

Eating and Drinking.

Line 12 ^. My son, if thou sittest at a great table ^,

Be not greedy ^ upon it *
;

1.13 (12 c). Say not, There is enough upon it,

' (For) remember ^ that an evil eye is an evil

thing.

1. 14. God hates the man of an evil eye,

(13) / And he has created nothing more evil than it^.

1. 1 5. For on this account does the eye drop (tears) on

every occasion,

\ And from the face runneth the tear '^.

Duplicate 14b, 15. God has created^ nothing more evil than

the eye
;

* The first Hebrew line on fol. i a is called 1. 12 to indicate that it begins

witli ver. 12 of ch. xxxi. The numbers of verses according to the Author-

ized Version are given in parenthesis by the side of the succeeding lines.

^ Margin, *'at a great man's table," which meaning the text will

also bear.

^ The idea of greediness must, however, in this place be associated

with that of envy proceeding from an evil eye ; or else the connexion

with the following lines would be broken.

* Literally, "open not thy throat upon it"; or margin, "open not [the]

throat upon it."

' Margin, " know."
« Like Syriac 13 a + b ; only there, " Because God hates the wickedness of

the eye," which represents another rendering of the Hebrew as it stands.

' Answering to Syriac 13c + d; the marginal variants of the Hebrew

text make no appreciable difference of meaning.
' If this rendering (confirmed by the versions) is correct, p'jn ( = Arabic

(d^), in the sense of " to create," would appear to have been used by the

Hebrews in common with the Arabs in the time of Bon Sira. The other

rendering would be, " God has not apportioned anything more evil than

the eye " ; but the sense would not be so good. The word is pretty
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Therefore does its moisture run from the face

of all K

1. 1 6 (14). Stretch '^ not thine hand whithersoever it

looketh,

And join not thyself with it in the dish.

1. 17 (15). Know thy neighbour like thyself,

And carefully consider all that thou hatest.

1. 1 8. Take thy seat like a man who is chosen,

And do not rush, lest thou be disliked^,

d. 17 a, 18. Know that thy neighbour is like thyself,

And eat like a man that which he '^ has placed

before thee ^.

1. 19 (17). Leave off first

And devour not, lest thou be rejected.

1. 20 (18). And also if thou sittest amongst many,

Do not reach out thy hand before a neighbour.

1. 21 (19). Surely a little is sufficient fur a man of under-

standing ^,

And he does not burn on his bed ''.

1. 22 (2oc + d). Pain, and sleeplessness, and distress, and

torment,

And a distorted face are with a foolish man.

common in Ben Sira. That the root is here used in the Kal appears to

follow from the form pbn: on fol. i b, 1. 13 b. See also the Vocabulary.

* The margin has, "Above all, its moisture runs at everything" (i.e.

on every occasion\

^ Mai-gin, "place not."

^ The meaning of line 18, •which in this form is jjeculiar to the Hebrew
(compare the next verse), is: "Sit down at the meal sedately, and with

dignity ; hurry and rushing are unseemly and cause dislike." The
margin has: "Eat like a disciplined man, and do not rush, lest thou

be found out."

* Or "one."

* The margin adds : "And be not gluttonous, lest thou be rejected."

' Alternate reading indicated over the line, " for a man of stable

habits," or "for a well-mannered man." The margin has, "Surely for

a well-mannered man an appointed time is enough."
' Margin, "on his [inner] members." See the same word in Job xvii. 7.
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1. 23 (20 a + b). Sleep ^ of healthfulness ^ is upon a purged

belly,

And when he rises in the morning, his wits ^

are with him.

d. 23. Sleep a man of understanding *,

He resteth ^ until the morning, and his wits ^

are with him.

1. 24 (21)

and thou shalt find ease.

1. 25.

1. 26 (22 c + d)''. In all thy doings be modest,

And no mishap shall touch thee.

1. 27 (a=d. 21 a). Surely little is sufficient for a man of

understanding

;

And even if thou hast been constrained with

dainties, keep on hoping^, and thou shalt

have ease.

1. 28 (22). Hear, my son, and despise me not,

And in the end thou shalt lay hold on my words,

d. 28. Hear, my son, and accept my instruction.

And laugh not at me
;

And in the end thou shalt find ^ my words,

1. 29 (23). Him who is kindly with regard to meat shall

the lip bless.

The testimony of his kindliness is lasting.

* Grammatically speaking, the Hebrew •word must here be taken as

a construct plural of shenah, " sleep " ; apait from the text, we should

have to translate " years." The spelling may, however, be due to

a copyist's error.

* Literally, "of life." ^ Literally, "his soul."

* Alternate reading over the line, "a man of stable habits," or "a well-

nxannered man."
^ Literally, "he spends the night." * Literally, "his soul."

^ Beginning of fol. i b.

* With the connotation of "keeping patient." See the critical note.

* i. e. " Find out their value, even if thou dost not quite appreciate

their meaning now " ; compare the second clause of the px'eceding line.
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1. 30 (24)- He who is evil ^ with regard to meat shall be

troubled in the gate,

The knowledge ^ of his evil is lasting.

1.31 (25) ^ Nor shalt thou show thyself valiant in wine,

For new wine has caused many to stumble.

1. 32 (26). The"* furnace proveth^ the work of the artificer,

So is the wine with regard to ^ the quarrelling
"^

of the scornful,

d. 33. A man of understanding proveth every work.

So is strong drink with regard to ^ the strife of

the scornful.

1. 33 (27). Like waters of life is wine to man^.

If he drink it in its measure,

1. 34 (27). What life is there to '-• him who is without

wine?

For it was in the beginning^" created foi" joy.

1. ^^ (28). Joy ^^ of heart, gladness, and an ornament ^',

* i.e. niggardly. * Margin, " the testimony."

^ With this verse the instruction concerning drinking begins.

* Tlie meaning seems to be: "The base material used by an unscru-

pulous artificer is found out by means of the smelting-pot ; so does the

wine bring to light the selfishness and frivolity which lies at the root of

the quarrels indulged in by the scornful (i. e. persons who combine

frivolous talking with a dash of blasphemy)."

^ Margin, "the furnace of a palace" (which makes no sense in the

context).

* i.e. "so does wine (in d. 32, strong drink) test," &c.

' Margin, "for thou hast become the quarrelling" (which makes no

sense).

' See the note on the text.

' Translating as if the reading were icnS, cf. d. 34 ; or, perhaps

translate : "What [kind of] life [is there for thee], thou who art without

wine ?
"

10 Yov "in the beginning," the margin has, "the pit of shith" (i.e. the

cavity at the south-western corner of the altar into which the wine of the

drink-offering I'an down). For references to this curious word see Levy,

Neuhehrciisches u. Cliald. Worterhuch, IV, p. 550.
*' For the parallels found in Bab. Talm. tractate Yoma, and in the Zohar,

see (higinal Hebr. Ecclesiasticus, Cowley and Neubauer, p. xxv.

^' Hardly the word expected. Is ^nr a corruption of a word formed from
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Is wine drunk in its time ^ and proper season ^.

d. 34. What life is there to him who is without new
winel

And from the beginning was it created^ for

rejoicing.

1. 36 (29). Pain * of the head, wormwood, and shame,

Is wine drunk in contention and anger.

1. 37 (30). Excess of wine is a stumble for a fool

;

It diminisheth strength, and causeth many
wounds ^.

1. 38 (31 a + b). At a banquet of wine do not . . . thy neigh-

bour.

Nor 6

1. 39 (31 b + c). A word of reproach do not
7

Chapter xxxvi.

1. 19. 8 The palate proveth the tastes ^ of a thing,

And an understanding heart ^"^ the tastes ° of

falsehood ".

1. 20. A froward ^^ heart causeth grief,

the root py? (Syr. [sl^ Jj'»Ji^o). Or ia 'MS to be taken as a synonym of

"joy" ? For the ordiiuiry meaning of the word see Levy, in loco.

' Margin, "in time,"

^ May be so translated provisionally ; see the Vocabulary.

^ Or "apportioned" ; see 1. d. 14b.

* See note 11 on preceding page.

* Margin, "and causeth much fear."

* Margin, " [Nor] rebuke him."
^ Margin (at the end of the missing line), "before the eyes of men."

The word before this is illegible.

" Beginning of fol. 2a; it is called 1. 19 because it is ver. 19 of ch. xxxvi

(A.V.)

* The usual meaning of the Hebrew woi*d is "dainties."

•* Or, " and the heart understandeth."
** The margin has for ver. 19 :

—

"Tlio palate proveth the tastes of a sacrifice,

And tlu; graciousncss of a man of understanding the tastes of a gift."

" Literally, "crooked."
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And a man of cleverness will restore it within

him \

1. 21 (i8). A wild beast 2 eats everything slain,

Yet is one slain creature more palatable than

another.

1. 22. The beauty of a woman cheereth^ the counte-

nance,

And it surpasseth every desire of the eye.

1. 23. So that if a healing tongue is also hers,

Her husband is not of the sons of men.

1. 24. Get thee '' a wife as a first possession,

A help, and a fortress ^, and a pillar of support.

1. 25. For lack of a fence, the vineyard will be laid

waste

;

And for lack of a wife, [a man] is a fugitive and

a wanderer.

1. 26. Who will trust a troop of warriors,

Skipping from city to city'?

1. 27. Thus is a man that hath no nest ^,

Who reposes where he pleases ''.

' The meaning is apparently: "a man of cleverness will restore the

morally deranged heart to a healthy condition." Cp. the phrases xos^ rilJO

and T3: ht'CO in Ruth iv. 15 and Ps. xix. 8 respectively. The import there

is the restoration to a state of comfort.

'' This is the usual mieaning of n^n , but we should hardly expect " a wild

beast " to be introduced in this passage. The word is, however, also used

as equivalent to il'd: Qpvxh) in e.g. Job xxxiii. 18, 20, and Sirach may
possibly have meant to express "the human desire or appetite" by HTi.

^ Translating the marginal reading, which is evidently the right one;

see the critical note.

* Margin (in a late hand), •' he that getteth a wife."

* Margin, " a fortified town " (either instead of " a fortress " alone, or of

"a help and a forti'ess;" probably the latter).

* So correctly the margin.

' Or (^with Greek), " wheresoever nightfall cometh upon him."
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Chapter xxxvii.

1. I. Every one that speaketh may say, I am a friend ^

;

But there is one who but loveth the name of

friend ^.

1. 2 ^. Is it not a grief * which tendeth to death,

When a companion who is as thine own soul is

turned into an adversary %

1. 3. [Alas ! for a friend who says] ^ Why have I thus

been created,

To fill the face of the world with deceitfulness ?

1. 4. An evil friend looketh for the table ^,

But in time of distress he standeth afar '^.

1.5. A good friend fighteth ^ against a stranger.

And against adversaries holdeth he the buckler^.

1. 6. Forget not a companion in the battle ^°,

And forsake him not in thy booty".

1. 7 12. Every counsellor lifteth up the hand,

' The margin lias foi- 1 a, "Every friend says, I am a friend."

' I b is only found in the margin, and the above rendering is the only

one which the Hebrew can properly bear ; compare the Greek and Syriac.

' 2 a is in the text the second half of ver, i, and 2 b is a part of the text

vrritten in the margin. The marginal reading itself has '* when a

companion who is as the soul," instead of "as thy soul."

* See the Vocabulary.

* Not a satisfactoi-y clause ; but the Hebrew, going by the remaining

portions of the letters, must be read as in the text. See the critical note.

^ Margin, " upon the pit."

^ Margin, "at the south."

* The variant (if to be read Nohel) has " inheriteth."

* Line 5 is only found in the margin, but is evidently a genuine part of

the original. The antithesis between an evil friend and a good one,

brought out in lines 4 and 5, is also clearly given in the Syriac, though

varying from the Hebrew.
*" Margin, " in the grave."

^^ i. e. "give him a portion of the booty gained in battle." The margin

of ver. 6 is as follows :

—

" Deny not a friend in the battle,

And against adversaries will he hold the buckler."

" The marginal reading (partly mutilated) is oven less intelligible than
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But there is a counsellor who steppeth to a

scorner.

1. 8. Let thy soul beware of a counsellor,

And know thou before what his need is.

1.9(8c + d) for himself ^ will he consider,

What share might fall ^ unto him.

1. lo (9) thy way ^

thy poverty *.

1.11(10)

1. i2(iia + b) [Take no counsel] ^ With a woman about her

rival,

Nor with a warrior ^ about his war.

1. 13 (11 c + d). Contend not with a merchant '^,

Nor with a buyer ^ about selling.

1. 14 (i I e + f ). Nor with an evil man about loving-kindness^,

Nor with an unmerciful man about the announce-

ment of good tidings.

1. 15 (i I g + h). Nor with a useless workman about his work,

Nor with a useless keeper^" about one who
spreadeth an evil report ("?)

^^•

the text. The Greek (see the English version) gives a good sense. There

may possibly be an allusion in the Hebrew text which has so far not been

ascertained.

' Margin, "thyself."

* Cf. e.g. : n'jma as"? "jsn -nrx, Judges viii. i.

^ In the margin, "to look," vice a lost word in the text.

* Margin, "thy head," apparently, by a mis-pointing of ICST ( = T>En).

Compare the critical note on 1. 36 a, in ch. xxxi.

^ Beginning of fol. 2 b.

* See the note in the Vocabulary ; the margin ha,s, "with a conqueror."

' One should expect, "With a merchant about merchandise" (as the

versions have it),

^ Adopting the reading of the margin. Text (n:;?^ = Syr. fXl^JLao)

"with a seller" ; if read with N (as written over the n), " with a jealous

person" (n2&»p).

* Adopting the reading of the margin; text, "Treat not an evil man
with loving-kindness."

'" Margin, ''hireling"; the end of the line is not clear.

" i.e. (perhaps) "Take not counsel with an untrustworthy person

concerning the trustworthiness of a person who spreads an evil report."
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1.1 6 (i2). But if there be one who feareth always*.

Whom thou knowest to be a keeper of the

commandments ^

;

I.i7(i2c + d). One whose heart is like thine own heart,

And who will come up to thee ^ if thou

stumblest ^.

1. i8 (13). And also understand the counsel of the heart;

Who shall stand more firm to thee than it ^ ?

1. 19 (14). The heart of man telleth^ its tales

Better than seven watchmen upon a watch-

tower"^.

1. 20 (15). And besides all this, make supplication unto

God,

That he may establish thy steps in truth.

1. 21 (16). Let the beginning of every work be reason,

And let the beginning of every action be delibe-

ration.

1. 22 (17). The root of pain is the heart,

[Whence] four portions spring forth

:

1. 23 (18). Good and evil, and life and death;

And that which reigneth over them completely

is the tongue.

1. 24 (19). There is a wise man who is wise to many.

And also redeemeth his own soul.

1. 25 (20). And there is a wise man who is despised in his

word ^,

* Cf. Prov. xxviii. 14.

^ Literally, "commandment," evidently used in a collective sense;

margin, " his commandments."
' Margin (probably), " shall be troubled on thy account."

* The mental apodosis to verses 16 and 17 is, " with such a one keep

counsel."

' See note in the Vocabulary. The sense of the second clause in the

margin is not clear (probably corrupt), the first clause being, "And also

the counsel of his heart is so."

* Or, "his tales."

' Margin, " Better than seventy vpatchmen upon a tree (?)."

« Or "defileth "(?) ; margin, "is foolish" (with regard to his own soul).
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And deprives himself of all delectable food.

1. 26 (22). And there is a wise man who is wise towards

his own soul,

[Bestowing] the fruit of his understanding upon

his body ^.

1. 27 (25). The life of man is a number of days,

But the life of the people of Israel ^ ,

1. a8 (26). A wise man in pleasure,

NOTES ON THE RELATION OF THE GREEK AND
SYRIAC VERSIONS TO THE HEBREW TEXT^

Ch. xxxi. 12. The heading (nn^ p^l Dn^ "iDl») is neither

in the Greek, nor in the Syriac ; but compare Uepl i^pcoixaTOiv

at XXX. 16. For the form of the Hebrew wording compare

r\^2 1D10 at xli. 14 (Oxford text).

1. 13 a. Ybv pIDD. Gk. TToXXd ye ra ctt' avTi]s, but Syr.

w^ jnQjD JJ? (that it sufficeth not for me). If the Hebrew

were a translation, one would almost be forced to assume

that piSD was borrowed from the wording of the Syriac,

but that the sense was taken from the Greek : which is

hardly likely.

I. 13 b. The natural way of accounting for the marginal

JJT is to assume that it is a variant of the original Hebrew
text, for the clause is not found in the Syriac, and Greek

lxvq(T9r}Ti= '^'\2^ of the text.

II. 14, 15, and d. 14 b, 15. It is clear that bii pbn i6 pyo y-i

is a duplicate of N"in ab iJttO yn, and that nni' d: b ^jdd I3 bv

* The margin substitutes or adds :

—

"And there is a wise man who is wise on behalf of his people,

[Bestowing] the fruit of his understanding on their bodies."

^ Margin, "Yeshurun."
' Only the more important jDoints of comparison are noted here.
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reproduces in different words what has already been ex-

pressed in the preceding verse. The four clauses of the

Syriac verse 13 in Lagarde's edition, answer to the four

clauses of the Hebrew verses 14 and 15. The Greek has

only two lines (beginning with TrovripoTepov, and ending

with baKpvei), which appear to agree best with the two lines

that follow V. 15 in the Hebrew. It is not likely that any

one recension of the original Hebrew had all the six lines.

But both the Greek and the Syriac must represent some

Hebrew original. One is, therefore, forced to assume that

the Greek is based on one recension of the Hebrew, and

the Syriac on another, and that the text of the present

MS. combines the readings of both recensions.

The opposite theory would be that the Hebrew now
before us is a translation, and that the translator joined

together the renderings from both the Syriac and the Greek.

But why should he deliberately spoil his translation in this

manner'? The combination of two different recensions of

the original would evidently (more especially if the copyist

already found the variant verses in the margin of the codex

before him) be a much more justifiable process than the

fusion of renderings made from two different versions. It

will be seen, moreover, from the following notes that there

are several instances in which one or other of the duplicate

lines agrees neither with the Greek nor with the Syriac.

1. 16 b. in^ri, Gk. (xweki^ov (thrust (not) thyself). The

"middle sense is well brought out in both. The translator

must—on either theory—have understood his original well

in this place.

1. 17 b. Neither in the Greek, nor in the Syriac.

1. 18. Also in neither of these versions (assuming the two

Greek lines ^aye

—

[Mio-qdfjs to be identical with Syr. Lag.

V. 16).

d. 17 a, 18. It might be argued that the marginal addition

(DNnn JD P313 n''nn n^) looks like a translation from the

Syriac (11)^1 U? yi^^s^s, Jc»o»Jt Wo) ; but the reverse is as likely

to be the case. Even if the former hypothesis were
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admitted in this particular case, no gain would accrue to

the translation theory. There is really no vital objection

to the presence of a few isolated marginal additions from

one version or another. The evidence for the originality

of the Hebrew is so overwhelming that it can in no way
suffer from a concession of this kind. The writing of this

clause, be it noted, is also entirely different from the rest,

and the entry looks cramped.

I. 20 b. If either the Greek or the Syriac were followed,

the Hebrew would have been DIT'Jd!?.

II. 23 and d. 23. 1. 23 agrees with the Greek ; only bb)^

(purged) is toned down into ihtp'k^ (moderate), d. 23 agrees

with the Syriac (paa U'''N=**iii«, ^-)o«i*m:»» l*^^)- Two
recensions of the original are, therefore, combined here as

elsewhere.

1. 26. The Syr. ^*a>9 agrees with yuv. The Gk. ivTpexvs

probably represents a recension which had i\nn.

1. 27. Clause a is a duplicate of 21 a. The reading n\i5 r\\J^

in clause c is of special interest. It differs entirely from

both the usual Greek and the Syriac, and it at the same time

appears to afford an explanation of the reading " vomit " in

248, Compl. and the Itala \ for nip might easily have been
mistaken for a word coming from the root nap (cogn. n.'^p) ^.

This is, at any rate, the most natural explanation of the

textual phenomenon before us, and we may, therefore,

regard the reading as a case in which a rare rendering of

the versions is clearly derivable from a misunderstanding

of the original Hebrew.

1. 28 and d. 28. Evidently adopted into the present MS.
from two different recensions. The Greek agrees more
with 1. 28, and the Syriac with d. 28 ; but both have NVnn,

and not J^c^n

.

1. 32 and d. 32. Both the Greek and the Syriac (the latter

more literally than the former) represent 1. 32, but have no

* See Ball's Variorum Apocrypha, in loco.

* It is, indeed, not impossible that mp actually represents a coiTupt

form of a word coming from the root t<'p.
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trace of d. 32. d. 32 b might be taken as a variant clause

of 32 b, but d. 32 a shows that the whole line represents the

reading of a different recension of the Hebrew. A translator

from the Greek and Syi'iac would hardly have added d. 32 a

out of his own mind ; but if it belongs to a different

recension of the original Hebrew, the adoption of the clause

becomes intelligible.

1. ^;^ a. It may be assumed that the Greek translator

misread the Hebrew D''''n "IM (instead of D^"'n '•DD, as restored

in accordance with the Syriac), and, therefore, rendered it

by €<pi(rov C(^fjs ; so rightly conjectured in the commentary of

Edersheim-Margoliouth (Speaker's Commentary).

1. 34, d. 34 have been adopted from two different recen-

sions. Instead of " or (or from) the beginning " the Greek

has av9p(aTTois, which may possibly rest on a third recension,

1. 36 a. The Syriac appears to be of a conflate nature.

The translator first misread CN"> (head), as if it were K'N"?.

(poverty); hence )l<M.'i<nN5o )olo. The following U-.» ojloo

then rests on a correct understanding of the Hebrew. The

superiority of the line over the Greek and Syriac is

manifest enough, and its clear classical aspect (apart from

the late nnnn) is striking. But of such lines there are

great multitudes. By far the greater number of the extant

verses will probably stand the most searching test.

1. 37 a. The symmetry of the Hebrew is also here very

striking :

—

.yvD pDD»i
I

na lonn
jj

ti'pitD b'D^b
\
inn nmo

The Greek translator read "iisn nanD, and therefore rendered

'T:\r]6vveL k.t.A. In the Syriac it is more properly rendered

by ijTo JloU^ (nano); but while the terseness of the original

Hebrew line requires no verb, the Syriac adds U:xv,

(maketh), thus giving a prosy aspect to the line. But in

any case the different renderings of the Greek and Syriac

point to nDiJD being the original.

Ch. xxxvi. 1. 19 a. im after ""DyDD is colourless. Ball

appears rightly to refer the Greek to a reading 1^^ (cf. Gen.

xxvii. 7) ; but i:n cannot (on the translation hypothesis)
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be based on the Syriac either, for in that case ?3N or ^3X»

would be expected.

If the reading nar in a of the marginal line (presumably

from another recension of the original) be correct (the n is

only partly preserved), one might take it as a proof that

the line was written whilst the Temple sacrifices were

in vogue, particularly so as there is nothing to correspond

to it either in the Greek or the Syriac. Clause b in the

marginal line is not at all clear.

1. 20 b. The Greek avTairobioaei rests on a mistaken

rendering of ri33''JJ'\

1. 21 a. The Syr. [m^lj can be easily explained from the

sense attached to n;n in e. g. Job xxxiii. 18, 20 (see the note

on the translation). A doublet to 1. 21 is found in

ch. xxxvi. 18 (Cambridge text).

1. 22 a. The Syr. «.aaj is apparently due to the Heb, 77n\

The pi'el of ^bn occurs nowhere else in the sense of

"cheering" or "brightening"; but this meaning is in

accordance with the primary sense of the root (comp. the

use of the Hiph'il). For the few instances in which u»ri^

is used in the sense of " exornavit," see Payne Smith,

Thesaurus, col. 4024.

1. 23. This line is not found in the Syriac, and clause a

differs much from the Greek. Fritzsche's conjecture NSiD is

hero found confirmed.

1. 24. Rightly conjectured by Ed.-Marg. (only transposed)

:

n^a mp \^:p n^e'xn ^. The Greek read r]p for npp. In clause b,

the Greek takes over the LXX rendering of n333 "iry in

Gen. ii. 18, and the Syriac merely modifies the phrase there

used. If the Hebrew had been a translation from either

the Greek or the Syriac, the 11333 "ity would have been

almost certain to appear here. But the fact is that Sirach

did not in the present case merely reproduce a Biblical

• There is, indeed, a sufficient amount of agreement between tlie

present Hebrew text and the conjectures made by Prof. D. S. Margoliouth

and the late Dr. Edersheim in the Speaker's Commentary to show that

these scholars were on the right track when writing the Commentary.
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phrase, but expressed his thought in words of his own.

See the remark in the preface on the dependence of

Sirach on Biblical phraseology in reference to the theory

of Professor Schechter.

1. 25. The Greek translator appears by a slip to have

rendered instead of Di3 the word ]^:p which stands just over

it. If so, the copy before Sirach's grandson must have

been written in a metrical arrangement similar to the one

used in the present MS.

I. 26. It is impossible not to acknowledge that the Syr.

1^=1^.^ Us?? )?Of,,^ik (ivho shall believe a young man who

resembles a gazelle?) is a mistaken rendering of the original

N3:» Ilia (a troop of warriors) ; for it so happens that the Syr.

?o»^has an entirely different meaning from the Heb. in:,

and [*A^ represents ""3^ instead of s*nv. The Syriac can

hardly be assumed to be the original, for " a gazelle skipping

from city to city " is not at all a likely phrase to be used.

See Prof. D. S. Margoliouth in Exjjositor, 4th series, vol. I,

PP- 309> 316.

In clause b the strange Syriac reading —oI^aj? >IU

loicj is clearly a corruption of laiu ^a*»j? fi\o^ (in the

place where darkness sets in does he spend the night). For

the Hebrew Fritzsche came very near with 3"ij;n.

Ch. xxxvii. 1. 3. Clause a is difficult, and, perhaps, corrupt

;

but the Greek h6v[xr]ixa appears to show that yi was in the

original, for the word may bear the meaning of " thought"

or "imagination," besides that of "friend." Comp. Ps.

CXXxix. 2 (Heb. yi, LXX StaAoytcr/xoT^?).

II. 4, 5. See the note on the translation. It may be added

here that the X'^P'-^ yaarpos in 1. 5 of the Greek may possibly

be due to a mistaken rendering of C]n?J in the marginal

Hebrew line [feedeth (though the Niphal is never used in

that sense) instead oi figJdetJi) -,
but clause a of the Greek

verse misses the antithesis that is found in the Hebrew

and the Syriac.

1. 6 a. The Greek h tji \i/vxii o-ov appears to rest on a

' See Ed.-Marg. (Speaker's Commentary).
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mistaken rendering of 3"ip:i (reading 3'?!i'53
^ instead of ^"Ji??).

The Syr, w-.=i*,l D (thou shalt not praise) clearly rests on

a misreading of the Hebrew (n^cn for n::c'n), as rightly

conjectured by Ed.-Marg.

1. 14 b. "ica 2)t2. On the supposition that the Hebrew is

a translation, one would almost expect for certain that

itra 21£2 was a rendering of ^vayyekiCoixat ; but the Greek has

here Trept xP^^^'^oTj^ecas, and the Syr. \icu»'i «.a>A>,^o.X . A close

comparison of 1. 12 sqq. with the versions has not appeared

necessary for the present edition of the text.

1. 17 b. The Gk. crwaAy^/o-ei aoi appears to represent the

marginal reading 13 nay'',.

1. I Ha. The Gk. arrja-ov (make to stand) represents a

reading ]''2n instead of p3n

.

The Syriac of 1. 18 (Because his faith will give him life,

and he also believes like unto thee) appears to be an altera-

tion in furtherance of the ecclesiastical doctrine of faith.

1. 19. The Syriac (The heart of a man rejoices in its path,

more than the wealth of the world which benefits not) is

also an ecclesiastical alteration.

I. 22 a. Does the Gk, aAAotwo-eco? represent a reading

ms''!'nn instead of ni^'-nnn 1 The Syriac ver. 18 is " The Lord

has created all things : good and evil, life and death ; and

he who rules his tongue shall be delivered from evil,"

II. 24-26. The three Hebrew lines yield excellent sense.

Three kinds of wise men (and, by implication, of wisdom)

are distinguished. To the first class belong those whose

wisdom, whilst being of use to many, also tends to the

true happiness of its owner. Then comes the class of

those who are wise, but are for some reason or other

unacceptable to men, and are also personally unfortunate

(compare nVD pDDn noDm, Eccles. ix. 16 ; see also Eccles.

ix. i). To the third category belong those w^ho only use

their intellectual acquirements for purely selfish objects.

In this case HMn is mere " prudence," not " wisdom " in its

true sense, comp, Eccles. vii. 12, With this classification

' But even so, badly translated.
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should be compared the Greek and the Syriac. It need

only be remarked here that the Gk. axpr](TTos- (unprofitable)

in 1. 24 b appears to rest on a misreading of the last word

in the line {ba)^ , as in the margin, for ?^^^).

It may also be remarked that the true sense of Ecclus.

xli. 12, where it is said that a good name will accompany

a man [at death ?] {w'') rather than " thousands of treasures

of ^yisdo77^ ^," is probably just this: that a good name (or

character) is more important than a great deal of prudence

or mere worldly wisdom. The wisdom there spoken of is,

in fact, that kind of it which belongs to the third category

enumerated in the present Hebrew text. A depreciating

sentence on what passed for " wisdom " is, from another

point of view, found in Eccles. i. 18 (For in much wisdom

is much grief: and he that increaseth knowledge increaseth

sorrow). Both Ecclesiastes and Ecclesiasticus were in fact

composed at a time when the riDan had, through its abuse,

entered on a stage of decadence. This decadence is much
more apparent in Ecclesiastes than in Ecclesiasticus. The

germ of such a depreciation is, of course, already found in the

older HD^n literature (see e.g. Prov. xxvi. 12 and xxviii. 11).

With the remarks just made compare Professor D. S.

Margoliouth, The origin of the ^^ original Hebrew" of

Ecclesiasticus, p. 14.

1. 27. The Syriac omits this line (from ecclesiastical

reasons ?).

LIST OF LATE OK RARE AVORDS AND FORMS,
INCLUDING A FEW REFERENCES TO UNUSUAL
CONSTRUCTIONS ^

DJN.—nriDJNJ, fol. lb, 1. 2 a. In Biblical Hebrew, only in

Esther i. 8 (D?.^<), but often used in Rabbinic Hebrew.

* If nniin is, indeed, the true reading. See Dr. Taylor, in the Cambridge

Ben Sira (p. Ixxi). Dr. Koiiig {Expository Times for Aug. 1899), accepts riDDn,

and his explanation is similar to the one independently proposed here.

^ The numbering of lines in this part begins with i for each of the four

pages of the Hebrew.
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V^y.—V^.^, margin of fol. i a, 1. 8 b. In B. H. the Hithpa el

only is found (Prov. xvii. 14 ; xviii. i ; xx. 3). Accord-

ing to Jastrow, the Niph'al is used in Niddah 58 b
;

but Levy takes it for a Nithpa'el.

^ya.—^)^3ri, fol. i a, 1. 8 b. The Niph'al occurs only in i Sam.

i. 21.

"iij.—paiJ, fol. I a, 1. 9 c. Kabbinic, but connected with

B. H. ninsna (from mysi) and pij.

}n.—}n, fol. 3 a, 1. lob (and margin); apparently used in

the same sense as the Syriac Uoo*? (grief). See the

remark of Prof. D. S. Margoliouth in the Expository

Times for Aug. 1899 with regard to the use of the

word in ch. xxxi. ai, &c. (Cambridge text); but the

Syriac of the present clause does not exist, a cir-

cumstance which weakens the charge of a translator's

blunder, since he would in this case not have the

Syriac word which he is supposed to mistranslate.

VOX—yonn , fol. i a, 1. 4 b. The verb occurs in Jer. xiii. 1 7 ;

there the meaning is simply " to weep " {Viy^T\ ybni), but

here " the tear " (nyon) " runneth " (ymn). The Syriac

has \S.^^, Jl^:^?'

\"iT—^"T^ipi, fol. 2 b, 1. I b. The root >>? is similarly used in

Syriac, >|> having the sense of " pugnans " ; see Payne

Smith's Thesaurus, in loco. The form th is analogous

to e.g. >??, !5"^ from -nv, ^^n ; but the root iiT in the sense

of " fighting " was quite unexpected in Hebrew. As there

is (so far as I know) no trace of it in Kabbinic either,

one must assume it to be a word of " middle Hebrew,"

i.e. belonging to the period intervening between

Biblical and Talmudical Hebrew.

7?n.—77n\ in the sense of " brightening, cheering " (margin,

^"•bni), fol. 3 a, 1. 4 a. See the critical note.

P^ni, fol. 2 a, 1. 3 b. This word, which is often used in

Rabbinic Hebrew, has been taken to be the Greek

^ Kametz under t on account of secondary pause.
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evOiKOi (see Levy, in loco). If, on the other hand, it is

allied with the Arabic j^-jj, the word will have to be

regarded as common to the Hebrews and Arabs in the

time of Ben Sira. A Greek word in the Hebrew of

about 200 B.C. need not surprise us, there being several

such in the book of Daniel. Aboth also embodies

a fair number of Greek words.

n3T-—157, fol. 2 a, 1. I a (margin) ; only found in Gen.

XXX. 20.

bnn.—ni^''nnn, fol 2 a, 1. n a. Near this form is Nni^nn

(act of destroying), quoted by Jastrow from Targum
Yerushalmi on Ex, xii. 27.

D3n.— D3n3 (in pause), fol. 2 b, 1. 13 a. If the form is not

a mere mistake for D^n'', we are here presented with

a clear Syriacism.

pbn.—pbn (so probably), fol. i a, 1. 5 a; P?n3, fol. i b, 1. 13 b.

The present writer, who has, independently from

Professor Smend, formed the opinion that Ben Sira often

uses the root pbn in the sense of " to create " (like

Arabic jjii-), would commend this view to the con- .

sideration of scholars. It is (i) very remarkable that

both the Greek and the Syriac uniformly translate

the word by an equivalent of N*13, to create ; and (2) it

must, I think, be allowed that, though the idea of

"apportioning" is admissible in almost all (or even

say, all) cases where Ben Sira uses the root pbn, the

better sense is yielded by the rendering of the versions

referred to. In the two instances contained in the

present fragments, it so happens that (3) the word

corresponds in the one case to X"^3, and in the other to

"iVIJ, in the respective duplicate lines. No surprise

need, I think, be felt at finding that the Hebrews and

Arabs used the root in the same sense about 200 b. c.

Compare the remarks under pTi). See, however, Bacher,

J.Q.R. for July, 1897, pp. 549, 560.

nnn.—mnn, fol. i b, 1. 14 b. See the Oxford fragments (edit.

Cowley and Neubauer) and compare Dr. Driver's
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Glossary. The form mnn must now be considered

well established.

KJO.— N3t23, fol. I a, 1. 6 b. In B. H. the sense is " basket."

On Talmud ""JD see Levy and Jastrow.

"iV.—vni^f"', fol. r a, 1. 12 b (margin) ; See note on the trans-

lation. nV13, fol. I b, 1. lib; Tnvu, fol. 2 a, 1. 11 a. In

B. H. the Niph'al only occurs in Isaiah xliii. 10

;

but it is common in late Hebrew.

ftJ'V—nj-'ti"' (margin, n:^''), fol. i a, 1. 13 a. This is an

altogether solitary form of the noun, instead of nJK'j

Syriac )l^«-i*r.

nii^, fol. I a, 1. 14a. Plural (sleeps) not used elsewhere;

perhaps merely a scribe's error.

nn^.— rinp, fol. t a, 1. 5 b ; evidently taken from Deut. xxxiv.

7, and showing that the meaning attached to the

phrase was '• and his moisture (saliva) did not run."

Compare the Versions and Commentaries. To the point

is a quotation concerning the aging of the gods found

in Maspero, Dcnvn of Civil., p. iii:—When the sun

had grown old "his mouth trembled, his drivellino;

ran down to earth, his spittle dropped upon the

ground."

VV^.—lhr], fol. I a, 1. 10 b; comp. especially C'np y^"" (Prov.

XX. 25), and p, the gullet.

n^3.— ni^fo!', fol. I b, 1. 8 b. This form of the noun occurs

only in Is. xli. 12.

pti'J.— P^I'', literally "produce heat." The Hiph'il occurs in

Ezek. xxxix. 9 and Is. xliv. 15; the Niph'al in Ps.

Ixxviii. 21. No one, however, would have divined the

occurrence of the word in the present passage.

;i3D.—3Dri, fol. 1 a, 1. 8 a, in the sense of " taking one's place

at meals." In B. H. the Kal is similarly used in

I Sam. xvi. 1 1. For the Rabbinic usage of the Hiph'il

see Levy and Jastrow.
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pQD.—plSD, fol. I a, 1. 2a; pSpKl, fol. i b, 1. 15b. A form

p13p is given in Levy, III, 572 ; comp. PQK' (without the

pause: P?^), Job xxxvi. 18, and ipSK', Job xxvii. 23.

To the forms given in Dr. Driver's Glossary, the Pi' el

must now be added, unless pDDOl is a defective form

for p^DDOl.

my.—''Iiyi, fol. i b, 1. 12 a. See the note on the translation.

my.—D^"iy, fol. 2 a, 1. 12 a (margin), also 1. 13 b (margin).

In the sense of " enemies " the word occurs only four

times in B. H. and once in B. Ai-am. See the Con-

cordances.

HDy (cogn. my).—Dyri-^Nl, fol. i a, 1. 8 b ; similarly used in

I Sam. xiv. 32; xv. 19.

"ipy.—nipy (margin, "ipy), fol. 2 b, 1. 1 1 a. The marginal

form is in frequent use in Rabbinical Hebrew.

bb'i.—bb'i'i, fol. I a, 1. 14 a. See Levy, IV, 193, and comp.

Payne Smith, Thesaurus, col. 3396.

yjV.—yiJV, fol. 1 b, 1. I a. See Dr. Driver's Glossary in the

first edition of the Oxford fragments.

nyv.
—

"lyvi, fol. i a, 1. 13 a; distinctly Rabbinic.

n^V.—1311V, fol. 2 a, 1. 15 b. See Dr. Driver's Glossary.

nxn.—•'Nil (?), fol. lb, L 12 b. The word occurs in Job

xxxvii. 18 in the sense of " speculum." In the Talmud

it is used in the sense of " quality " (e. g. ppn ""NT k?,

Babyl. Talm. Baba Kmnina, fol. 3 b). From the

idea of " quality or qualification " that of " proper

season " may possibly be derived ; but the connexion

may be held not to be sufficiently obvious.

no"i.—niD"in, fol. 2 a, 1. 11 b. This form is only found once

in the Kethibh (Jer. xiv. 14).

TW.—n''^, fol. I b, 1. II b (margin). See the note on the

translation.

n3K'.— D"'D3t5' (margin, [n"'3S]''03ti'), fol. 2 b, 1. 11 b. An
unexpected plural, bearing witness to the sense of

"portion" attributed by Ben Sira to nriN D3K^ in Gen.
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xlviii. 2 3, in agreement with Targum (pbin) and Syriac

(Jl^a^so), and opposed to LXX (StKt/xa).

PX*'.—P''3cm, fol. 1 a, 1. 13 a. See Levj^, IV, 676.

nyL*'.—rnry^:', fol. 3 b, 1. 8 a. Comp, the late Hebrew and

Syriac xn^yic'. See also D. S. Margoliouth, Expositor,

4th series, vol. I, p. 314.

pN (or iPX) "I^ pes"' ^12, fol. 3 b, 1. 7 b, who shall show thee

faithfulness.

non ni^'"r3J (margin) and non b'Qin (text), fol. 2 b, 1. 3 a. A late

Hebrew phrase having taken its origin in e. g. B. H.

niD "inn^nj (Prov. xxxi. 12). Cf. D. S, M., loc. cit.,

P- 315-

o. Note the peculiar construction in fol. 3 b, 11. i b, 3 b.

The relative ^ occurs in fol. i a, 11. 7 b, 9 a, 9b; fol. 1 b,

1. 1 1 b ; fol. 2 a, 1. 1 1 a.
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